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In his 1967 paper [21] on controllability of delay-differential equations, 
L. Weiss also considered [w” null-controllability of linear delay systems. 
A sufficient condition for complete IWn null-controllability is that a matrix 
usually called controllability Grammian has full rank. In case of ODES this 
rank condition is also necessary. But for delay equations full rank of the 
controllability Grammian is only necessary for complete OB” null-controllabil- 
ity if we assume that the delay system with zero control function is pointwise 
complete, i.e., all solutions of that system with the same initial time span !R” 
for any later time. It was not difficult to show that linear delay systems with 
nonconstant coefficients need not be pointwise complete. A very simple 
example is the scalar equation (cf. [13, p. 411) 
where 
ti(t) = -a(t) x(t - l), 
a(t) = 
I 
2 sin2 7rt for t E [2n, 2n + 11, 
0 otherwise. 
All solutions of this equation with initial time o are zero for all t > o + 4. 
L. Weiss posed the question, if every system 
k(t) = Ax(t) + Bx(t - r), r >0, 
with constant matrices A, B is pointwise complete. In 1971 V. M. Popov 
[19, 201 and A. M. Zverkin [23, 241 independently gave a negative answer 
presenting examples of autonomous systems which are not pointwise complete. 
Popov provided algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions in case of 
autonomous difference-differential equations with one delay, whereas 
Zverkin obtained sufficient conditions for pointwise completeness, but also 
considered autonomous equations of the general type. Another set of necessary 
and sufficient conditions was given by R. B. Zmood and N. H. McClamroch 
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[22]. But these conditions did not lead to the construction of examples in 
contrast to those obtained by Popov, which give a very clear picture of the 
algebraic structure of systems which are not pointwise complete. In a series 
of papers [l-5] B. A. Asner and A. Halanay, extending Popov’s approach, 
gave algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for systems with several 
commensurable lags and considered the algebraic structure of degenerate 
systems. For this class of systems also P. Charrier and Y. Haugazeau obtained 
algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions [9]. The first examples of 
degenerate autonomous neutral difference-differential equations and neutral 
equations with distributed lag were given by A. K. Choudhury [IO, 111. A 
simple sufficient condition for pointwise completeness was obtained by 
R. M. Brooks and K. Schmitt [7]. There are also results for partial differential 
equations [8] and difference equations available. Some of the results of this 
paper are contained in [15] without proof. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS FOR NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
In this section we consider the general linear system 
where the standard assumptions on the n x n matrix 77 are supposed to 
hold, i.e., (cf. [13, p. 1771) 7 is measurable in (t, 0) on IL! x Iw, 
rl(t, 6) = 0 for e 3 0, dt, 4 = dt, -4 for e < -Y, 
rl is of bounded variation in B on [--I, 01, left-hand continuous in 0 on 
(-r, 0) for each t and var[-,,,I v(t, *) < m(t), m(t) being locally integrable 
on I& These conditions guarantee global existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to the right. Of course, solutions are understood in the sense of Caratheodory. 
Given UE Iw and TE C([u - I, u], W) we denote the solution of (1.1) 
through (a, p) with x(t; a, v). The following representation for solutions of 
(1.1) was given by H. T. Banks (see [6j or [13, p. 1791): 
where the n x n matrix Y is the unique solution of 
Y(u, t) = 0 for u > t, 
yh t) = I- lt y(a, t) ~(a, u - a) da for u < t. 
U-3) 
505122/z-2 
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Y(u, t) is absolutely continuous in t for t # u and locally of bounded variation 
with respect to (T. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given 4 E LP, 4 # 0, and t, > cr system (1 .l) is said 
to be degenerate with respect to q at tl if qTx(tl ; u, v) = 0 for all 
v E C([a - r, 01, llP>. System (1.1) is said to be pointwise complete at t, 
if it is not degenerate with respect to any q # 0 at tl . 
The following theorem shows that degeneracy can be characterized in 
terms of the matrices Y(u, t) and 7(t, 0). 
THEOREM 1.1. System (1.1) is degenerate with respect to q # 0 at t, if 
and only if 
q=qu, tl) = 0, (9 
and 
!l= I” W, tdh(a, B - 4 - da, +)I da = 0 (ii) 
for all /3 E [u - r, u). 
Proof. We first prove that condition (ii) is equivalent to 
q= It’ Y(a, tJ +-G B - 4 da = 4’ (’ W, tJ rlh -+I da (1.4) 
D 
for/3E[u-?,a). 
Indeed, if (1.4) holds then we have 
4’ jt’ W, td 401, P - 4 da = q= I’r Y(,, tl) da, B - 4 da 0 
-r) da = q’ It’ Y(Lu, tJ T&X, -Y) dor, 
0 
which gives (ii). Note that ~(ol, p - a) = ~(or, -r) for LY > #I + r. The 
proof that (ii) implies (1.4) is analogous. 
Suppose system (1.1) is degenerate with respect to q at tl . For any constant 
vector a E [we we define the functions 
for /3 E tu - I, u - (l/k)], 
9+@) = I& - u + (l/k))a for B E [u - UP), 4, 
k sufficiently large. If we define 
for /3 E [u - r, a), 
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and U(C) = var[,-,,,lg@), E > 0, then w(e) is continuous at z = 0 (cf. for 
instance [14, p. 1761) and we have lim,,, 6, = 0, where 
Since Eq. (1.1) is degenerate, we have 
h = ho, ho + I,... . 
0 = fX@l ; U,9Jk) = !fw, t,)a + 8, > h = ho , ho + I,..., 
i.e., qrY(a, t,)a = 0 for arbitrary a E R n. This shows that (i) holds. Now the 
representation formula (1.2) shows 
0 = qTX(tl ; a, q ) = s u MB) 9J(B) 0-r 
for all y E C([U - r, u], UP). This implies (for instance [14, p. 1781) g(p) = 
g(u - I) for all p E [u - r, u) possibly with the exception of points in 
(u - r, u) where g(p) has a discontinuity. But g(p) is left-hand continuous 
on (U - r, U) by the left-hand continuity of ~(a, /I - LY) in /I on [a - Y, u). 
This can be seen by an application of the dominated convergence theorem. 
Therefore we have g@) = g(u - Y) for all jl E [u - r, u), which is (ii). 
If (i) and (ii) hold then by using (1.4) and the representation (1.2) it is im- 
mediately seen that qrx(tr ; u, p’) = 0 for all ‘p E C([u - r, u], I!%“). 
We now specialize Eq. (1.1) to 
t?(t) = $y B,(t) x(t - hj), O=h,<h,<-*<h,=r, (1.5) 
j=O 
where the matrices B,(t) are measurable on lK! with 1 &(t)] < m(t), m(t) a 
locally integrable function. Then we have 
COROLLARY 1. In cuse of Eq. (1.5) condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1 can be 
replaced by 
4R” f UP + hj , tl) &(B + hj) = 0 
j=k+l 
u.e. fw /! E [U - h,,, , u - hk], h = 0 ,..., m - 1. (ii*) 
Moreover, degenerucy cannot occur at t, E [u, u + h,]. 
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Proof. The assertion on t, is obvious since Y(o, ti) is a regular matrix 
for ti E [a, u + hi]. Equation (1.1) reduces to Eq. (1.5) if we take 
4% 4 = -f B,(4 for s < -h, , 
j-0 
= --i. B,(a) for s E (--Jr,+, , -hK), k = 0 ,..., m - 1, 
zzz 0 for s > 0. U-6) 
If we define f (/3) = qT sf” Y(oI, tJ[7(0l, /3 - a) - r)(01, -r)] dot for /3 E 
[a - I, CT) then by (1.6) we can see that 
f(B) = qT [+;I1 Y(,, tl) B,(a) dol + .a. + q’ l’+h’+z Y(oL, tl) f B,(a) dol 
B+hktl j=k+Z 
+ qT ['+"- W, tl> f B,b) da for ,5? E [u - h,,, , 0 - h,]. 
l=k+l 
f(/3) is absolutely continuous on [u - r, u) and we have f(u - Y) = 0. 
Therefore f (8) = 0 on [u - r, u) if and only if f ‘(j3) = 0 a.e. on [u - r, u). 
A straightforward calculation gives 
f’(B) = TZ= f W + hi 3 td WP + hi) for j? E [U - hk+l, u - hk]. 
j=k+l 
This shows that in case of Eq. (1 S) th e conditions (ii) and (ii*) are equivalent. 
If we have m = 1, i.e., we consider equation 
k(t) = B,(t) x(t) + B,(t) x(t - r), 
then condition (ii*) is 
r > 0, (1.7) 
q=y(% t1> 4b) = 0 a.e. on [a, u + r], (1.8) 
which was given in [22]. In case of Eq. (1.7) Zverkin obtained a sufficient 
condition for pointwise completeness ([24, Theorem I]). We give a different 
proof of this result based on (1.8). 
COROLLARY 2. Let the matrix B,(t) be continuous on [a, t, - T]. If rank 
B,(t) = n on a dense subset of [a, t, - r] then Eq. (1.7) is pointwise complete 
at t1 . 
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Proof. Suppose that Eq. (1.7) is degenerate with respect to some vector 
4 # 0 at t1 . By the last assertion of Corollary 1 we have t1 > u + t. In the 
special case of Eq. (1.7) the matrix Y@, tr) is given by 
for p < t, . Since B,(a) is regular on a dense subset of [a, a + r] condition 
(1.8) implies (note that Y(/3, tl) is continuous in 8, /I # tl) 
qTW, td = 0 for all p E [u, u + r], (1.10) 
which together with (1.9) gives 
for all /I E [o, u + r]. But this implies 
!7=w, h> m4 = 0 for all 01 E [u + Y, a + 2~1. 
By (1.10) we already have prY(u + I, tJ = 0. Therefore Eq. (1.7) is de- 
generate with respect to q at t, if we take a + Y as initial time. Repeating 
these considerations we arrive at the conclusion that Eq. (1.7) is degenerate 
with respect to q at tl if we have u + jr as initial time, where j is chosen such 
that jr < tl < (j + 1)~. Th is is a contradiction to the last assertion of 
Corollary 1. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS FOR AUTONOMOUS YSTEMS 
In this section we consider the autonomous equation 
W) = j-O d,(e) 4t + 6 y > 0, P-1) --I 
r] now being a matrix of bounded variation on [-I, 0] which is left-hand 
continuous on (-r, 0). Furthermore we have ~(0) = 0 for 0 > 0 and ~(0) = 
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7(--r) for 19 < -r. Without loss of generality we always may take cr = 0. 
x(t; q) denotes the solution of (2.1) through (0, v), v E C([-r, 01, LP). 
Since Eq. (2.1) is autonomous, degeneracy with respect to 4 # 0 at t, 
implies degeneracy with respect to 4 at any t > t, . This together with the 
continuity of solutions shows that the set of all t* such that (2.1) is degenerate 
with respect to q at t* is of the form [d, co), d > 0. This set is called the 
degeneracy set of Eq. (2.1). 
The matrix Y(m, t) can be written in the form Y(t - u) and is the unique 
solution of 
Y(t) = 0 for t < 0, 
Y(t) = I - j-” Y(t - a) ~(-a) da 
(2.2) 
for t > 0. 
0 
In case of Eq. (2.1) condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1 is superfluous if condition 
(i) is strengthened somewhat. The following theorem was proved in [22] 
for autonomous difference-differential equations with one lag. 
THEOREM 2.1. Equation (2.1) is degenerate with respect to q # 0 at 
t, > 0 if and only if 
qTY(t) = 0 for all t > tI . (2.3) 
Proof. Necessity of (2.3) follows immediately by Theorem 1.1 and the 
fact that degeneracy at tl implies degeneracy at any t > tl . Suppose that 
(2.3) holds. Using (2.2) we obtain 
f’ Y(tl - a) 7(/3 - a) da = l’ Y(t, - a) 7(/3 - a) dor 
0 
+ j-ot1-o Y(tI - /3 - a) ~(-a) du 
-SBY(tl--a)11(B-u)du+I--Y(tl-8) - 
0 
for all /? E [-Y, 01. If we have in mind that tl - (Y 2 tl for OL E p, 0] then 
by using (2.3) we obtain 
4” sb” Y(tl - 4 4B - 4 da = 8 for all /I E C-Y, 01, 
which together with (2.3) and the representation formula (cf. (1.2)) 
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immediately gives pTx(tl ; 9’) = 0 for all ‘p E C([-Y, 01, R”). This completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 2.1 gives a characterization of degeneracy in terms of the matrix 
Y(t) and is therefore of theoretical interest only. Our aim is to characterize 
degeneracy by conditions on the matrix r). This can be accomplished on the 
basis of Theorem 2.1 using Laplace-transform methods. The integral 
equation in (2.2) shows that Y(t) is exponentially bounded on t > 0. Therefore 
its Laplace-transform P(h) = Jz e@Y(t) dt exists and with the aid of (2.2) 
can be shown to be Y(X) = d-l(h) where d(h) = A1 - Jr7 ehe dq(0) for all h E C. 
We shall need the following version of Paley-Wiener’s theorem: 
LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [12, pp. 238, 2411). Let f(h) be a function of exponential 
type, i.e., 1 f(A)\ < aeblAl for all h E @, a > 0, b > 0. Then there exist non- 
negative constants H’, H and a function F(t), t E R, such that F(t) = 0 for 
t # [--N’, H] and f (A) = JFH, e- AtF(t) dt, if and only ;fjrm 1 f (&)I2 dw < co. 
Moreover if we take 
then these numbers cannot be replaced by smaller ones. 
The desired characterization of degeneracy is contained in 
THEOREM 2.2. Equation (2.1) is degenerate with respect to q # 0 at tl > 0 
if and only if q=d-l(h) is an entire function. If we have degeneracy then the 
degeneracy set is [d, co), where 
d = limi~g(l/u) log ] qTd-I(-u)I. 
Proof. If Eq. (2.1) is degenerate with respect to p at some tl then by 
Theorem 2.1 we have 
$,4-l(h) = c@(X) = Iot’ e-AtqTY(t) dt, 
which is an entire function. 
Now suppose that q*dV(X) is entire, Q # 0. The coordinates of this function 
are quotients of entire functions of exponential type. Since these quotients 
are entire they are also of exponential type (cf. for instance [17, p. 231). 
If we note that flF eAe dq(8) is bounded for X = iw, ---co < w < co, then it 
is easily seen that we have 1 A-‘(iw)l = 0(1/j w I) as j w 1 -+ CO. This shows 
qTA-l(iw) E L2(- co, co) which by Lemma 2.1 implies 
qTkl(X) = I,” e-““fY(t) dt, (2.4) 
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H a positive constant. Note that we can choose H’ = 0 because we already 
know that q=d-l(h) is the Laplace-transform of qrY(t) (this also follows 
from the fact that $d-l(X) is bounded in the right half plane). Formula (2.4) 
implies qrY(t) = 0 on t 2 H (note that Y(t) is continuous on t > 0), i.e., 
Eq. (2.1) is degenerate with respect to 4 at H. The assertion regarding the 
degeneracy set is clear by Lemma 2.1. 
Remark. By a characterization of functions which are finite Laplace- 
transforms given in [12, Satz 1, p. 2251 we can replace the estimate 
/ qTkl(X)I < aeblAl, h E C, by 1 $d-l(h)I < y for Re h > 0 and 1 ~~d-l(h)j < 
ye-pReA for Re h < 0 (a, b, y, p positive), if qTd-l(h) is entire. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS WITH COMMENSURABLE LAGS 
Theorem 2.2 gives a complete characterization of degenerate autonomous 
equations in terms of the matrix 7, i.e., of the information directly available 
from Eq. (2.l)aBut the condition given in Theorem 2.2 is not constructive. 
In the general case this cannot be expected, whereas for systems where only 
a finite number of parameters is involved constructive algebraic conditions 
are a reasonable request. 
In this section we consider equations of the form 
L+(t) = t B,x(t -jh), h > 0, (3.1) 
&=a 
where the Bj are constant matrices. We first prove a necessary condition 
given previously by Zverkin [24, Theorem 43 in the case m = 1. This result 
is included in this paper because Zverkin’s proof is based on a lemma on 
exponential polynomials given by Leont’ev in [16] (cf. Lemma 3.2), a paper 
which seems to be difficult to get. Then we give a proof of the algebraic 
necessary and sufficient conditions already obtained by Asner and Halanay 
in [l] which is different from that in [I]. The method of proof seems to 
work also in some special cases of systems with distributed lag. 
The characteristic matrix for Eq. (3.1) is 
d(X) =hl--Bo-pB,---..---pmBm, p = e-Ah. (3.2) 
We therefore have 
and 
det 49 = p&t 1.4, 
qT 4 4) = (I+(& CL),..., A@, P)), 
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where the pj , j = O,..., n, are polynomials in A, p and at least one p, , 
j = l,..., n, is nonzero. We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1 (cf. for instance [18]). Let r&I, CL) and yz(h, CL) be two nonzero 
polynomials and d(h, ,A) their greatest common divisor. Then there exist two 
polynomials R,(h, TV), R,(h, p) and a nonzero polynomial w(h) such that 
LEMMA 3.2. If p(X, p) and q(h, p) are nonzero polynomials such that 
q(h, CL) is dependent on TV andp(h, p)/q(h, CL) with p = e-Ah is an entire function, 
then the polynomials p(x, p) and q(h, CL) have a nonconstant greatest divisor 
d(h, TV) which is dependent on II. 
Proof. The exponential polynomial q(h, e-Ah) has an infinite number of 
different zeros A,, , v = 1,2,... The assumption on the quotient p/q therefore 
means that p(X, e-Ah) and q(h, e-Ah) have the common zeros X, . Suppose that 
d(h, CL) is of the form d(X). Then (3.3) ’ pl’ rm res that the nonzero polynomial 
w(h) d(A) has the zeros A, , which is impossible. 
THEOREM 3.1. If Eq. (3.1) is degenerate then the polynomial p&I, CL) = 
det d(h) has a nonconstant divi>or s,(X). 
Proof. Suppose p,(h, TV) is dependent on cc. By Theorem 2.2 degeneracy 
of Eq. (3.1) with respect to q # 0 means that the functions pj(X, p)/p,,(X, CL) 
with TV = e-hh, j = l,..., n, are entire. For at least one j we have p,(h, FL) + 0 
and by Lemma 3.2 
P#, P> = d(k PL) si(h /4 
P& ,4 = d(4 4 s& 1.4, 
where d(A, f~) is dependent on p. The quotient s#, ~)/sa(h, p) with TV = e-lb 
having to be an entire function. If, therefore, s&X, CL) were dependent on p 
then by Lemma 3.2 the polynomials si(h, CL) and s,(h, CL) had a nonconstant 
greatest divisor. But then d(h, p) could not be the greatest common divisor 
ofpj(4 PI and PO@, CL). 
In order to derive algebraic sufficient and necessary conditions for de- 
generacy of Eq. (3.1) we have to show q’Y(t) = 0 for all t > tl , q being a 
nonzero vector and t, a positive number. The Laplace-transform of qTY(t) 
is qTd--l(h). For Re h sufficiently large we have the expansion 
d-l(h) = f $IIj(A), 
j=O 
p = e-ah, 
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where H,(h) = (/v - B&l and 
&(A) = (J&l@) B, + -*. + Hj-,(X)B,)(N - B&l (3.4) 
(we define Z&(h) = 0 for j < 0). Th e series for d-i(X) is uniformly convergent 
in half planes Re h > (Y, OL sufficiently large. Given a series K,, + pKr + 
frc, + --., Ki n x n matrices, we define the kn x kn matrices & by 
c,“r,’ R,j @ Kj , k = 1, 2 ,..., where A @ B denotes the Kronecker-product 







CO- O 1 OJ 
is k x k. It is easily checked that (Ks + pKl + *..)(Mo + pM, + ...) = 
Lot- P-h + ..- if and only if &$!k = E, for k = 1, 2,.... Since zk(x) = 
xr,, - A, 3 where Ink is the nk x nk identity matrix (in the sequel we will 
just write I for the identity matrix of any dimension) and A, = czo R,j 0 B,, 
we have &l(h) = (N - A&l. 
Since #Hj(A) is the Laplace-transform of a function which is zero on 
[0, jh) we see that qrY(t) on the interval [0, Hz) is given by the inverse trans- 
form of 
$-[HO(h) + d&t’) + .” + ~k-lHk-l(h)l 
= (qT, d,..., pk-‘qT)(N - A,)-l Ek 
(3.5) 
where qk = col(O,..., 0, q) E UPk, Ek = g 0 is a nk x n matrix and Jk = 
R, @ I (nk x nk matrix). The inverse transform of (3.5) is easily determined. 
On the interval [(k - l)h, kk) we have 
qTY(t) = qkT (z Jfi-‘-‘e-@@+) eAktE, 




= qkT(I - JkehAk)-1 eAk(t-W-l)h)~k . 
Note that JJlc = AJTc and J~cy = 0 for I/ 2 k. 
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Suppose that Eq. (3.1) ’ d g is e enerate with respect to 4 # 0 and that [d, co) 
is the degeneracy set. We choose the integer K such that (k - 1)h < d < ML 
By Theorem 2.1 qrY(t) has to be zero for t > d. Relation (3.6) shows that 
qrY(t) is an analytic function on [(k - l)A, Ah). Therefore the right-hand 
side of (3.6) has to be identically zero and we must have d = (k - l)h, 
i.e., the degeneracy set for Eq. (3.1) is always of the form [(K - l)h, co) 
with K > 3. K = 2 is impossible by Corollary 1. The right-hand side of (3.6) 
is identically zero if and only if 
qkT(I - JkehAk)-l A,“E, = 0, v = o,..., nk - 1. (3.7) 
If (3.7) holds then on [Kh, co) the function pry(t) is obtained by inversion of 
!f(P”fJk(h) + CLk+lHk+,(q + *.*). 
But qrY(t) has to be identically zero on [K/z, co). By the remark on the 
inverse transform of #Hi(A) given above this implies 
qW,(A) = 0, j = k, k + l,.... (3.8) 
Since AI - B, is regular for 1 X 1 sufficiently large, the recursion formula (3.4) 
shows that these conditions are equivalent to qTHj(h) = 0 for j = K,..., 
K+m-I or 
qTIHk-l(q B, + *** + fJk-,@) %I = 0, 
q=[&-l(h) B, + ..a + f&-m+~(X) &J = 0, 
(W 
qTHk-l(X) B, = 0. 
Here we take into consideration that the first equation is equivalent to 
prH,(h) = 0. Therefore the second equation is equivalent to qrH,(h) G 0, 
etc. If we define the nk x nk matrices 
c, = > 
K = 1, 2,..., where here and in the sequel Bj = 0 forj = m + 1, m + 2,..., 
condition (3.9) is equivalent to qkr(hl - Ak)-lCk z 0 or 
qkTAkvCk = 0, v = o,..., nk - 1. (3.10) 
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It is clear that qrY(t) = 0 for t 3 (k - l)h if conditions (3.7) and (3.10) 
hold for some integer k. 
Now suppose that ff is the least integer such that (3.10) is valid and that 
(3.7) holds for some k > K. Since (3.10) is equivalent to (3.8) we have 
QTH,(X) = 0 forj > E. This means that qrY(t)on t > 0 is the inverse transform 
of 
Therefore on [(& - l)h, co) $Y(t) ’ g’ 1s rven by the right-hand side of (3.6) 
for k = &. But since (3.7) holds for some lz >, E, we have degeneracy at 
(k - 1)h > (& - I)h. Th’ is implies that the right-hand side of (3.6) for 
k = R has to be identically zero, i.e., condition (3.7) must also hold for 
k = 6. We therefore have 
THEOREM 3.2. Equation (3.1) is degenerate with respect to q # 0 if and 
only if conditions (3.7) and (3.10) hold for som k. Moreover, the degeneracy 
set is [(I% - l)h, co), where K” is the least integer such that (3.10) holds. We 
always have 6 > 3. 
Remark. If we define S,(h) = [adj(XI - Ak)]Ck then condition (3.10) 
is equivalent to q,TS,(h) = 0. 
We next show how to derive the conditions given by Asner and Halanay 
in [l] from the conditions given in Theorem 3.2. We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. For a nk-vector p = col(p, ,..., p,-,) the relation 
pT = qKT(I - JlcehA*)-l 
holds if and only if 
P&l = 4 and (pz ,..., pieL_,) = (p: ,..., g-,) ehAk-1 . (3.11) 
Moreover, if(3.11) h o Id f s or a nk-vector p then prml = 0 is equivalent op = 0. 
Proof. If qkT = pr(I - Jke “k) is written in detail we have 
(0 ,..., 0, f) = (POT,..., 9,‘_,) - (PIT,.-, Pl-, , 0) ehAk 
= (P&v PL , $-,> - ((PITj-, ~~,) ehAk-l j 0). 
This proves the first part of the lemma. Suppose we have p,-, = 0. This 
by (3.11) gives 
(P:,..., I$-,> = (P,‘,..., fim2, 0) ehAk-l = ((P,‘,..., 2$-J ehAk-aI 0) 
and therefore &.a = 0. Repeating this argument we arrive at p = 0. 
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LEMMA 3.4. There exists a nonzero vector p = col(p, ,... , plc-r) E IFP” 
such that (3.11) and 
pTAhuEl, = 0, v = o,..., nk - 1, (3.12) 
hold if and only if there exist a positive integer 1, a nonzero vector v E W, a 1 x 1 
matrix V and a 1 x (k - 1)n matrix R = (RI ,..., R,-,) with rank R = 1 
such that 
~~(0, RI ,..., Ii& = vTehV(R, ,..., R,-,), (3.13) 
VR = RA,-, , (3.14) 
RIB, + **a + R,-,B,-, = 0. (3.15) 
Moreover pT = ~~(0, R), i.e., p, = 0. 
Proof. We define the subspace W = Crfr’ im(A,“E,) of OF which is 
A,-invariant (im A denotes the image of A). Equation (3.12) implies that 
p is orthogonal to W, i.e., we have dim 9I’ < nk and 1 = dim lPk/~ > 0. 
If X = (R, , R, ,..., R,-,) is the matrix corresponding to the canonical 
projection Pk + lFPk/%’ we have rank a = 1. Since im & c @, we have 
RE, = 0 which shows R, = 0. Therefore for R = (RI ,..., R,,) we have 
rank R = 1. 
There exists a unique induced map FP”/W + [Wnk/9, which may be re- 
presented by a 1 x 1 matrix V, such that VI? = 8Ae. But since R, = 0 
this is 
V(0, R) = (0, VR) = (0, R)A, = (RIB, + *** + Rk-_,Bk-1, RA,-,), 
which proves (3.14) and (3.15). 
p 1 W = ker J? is equivalent to p E im BT, i.e., pT = vTl? with some nonzero 
vector v E UP. Note that p is supposed to be nonzero. By (3.14) we have 
RehAk-1 = ehvR. Then relation (3.11) shows 
v=(O, RI ,..., R,-,) = vT(R, ,..., R&e”k-l 
= vTehv(R, ,..., R,-,), 
i.e., we have (3.13). 
Now suppose that (3.13)-(3.15) hold where v, R, and V are as specified 
in the lemma. We define pT = ~~(0, R, ,..., R&-J. v # 0 and rank R = 1 
implies p # 0. Using (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain 
(P,T,..., 6-J = ~~(0, R, ,.-., &c-J 
= GehY(R, ,..., R,-,) = d(R, ,..., R,-,) ehAk-l 
= (p,‘,..., piwl) ehAm . 
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This proves (3.11). Relations (3.14) and (3.15) imply 
(0, R, ,..., &-,)A, = (R,B, + ..* + R,-,B,-, , RA,-,) 
= (0, VR) = V(0, R, ,..., R,-,). (3.16) 
We therefore have 
p=Alc”Erc = v=(O, R, ,..., R,-,)A,“E, 
= vT(0, Rl ,..., Rk-JEk = 0 
for all Y, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. If there exists a nonzero vector p = cd(p,, ,...,pkbl) E Iwnk 
such that (3.10) with qk= = p’(I - IkehA’) and (3.1 I), (3.12) hold then 
(P,‘,..., f$,> Ai-lCk-l = 0, v = o,..., n(h - 1) - 1. (3.17) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 there exist a, V, and R such that (3.13)-(3.15) 
hold and pT = ~~(0, R). (3.10) is equivalent to 
pTA,vc, = pTJkehAk&‘Ck = (PIT,..., g-, , 0) ehAkAkvCk 
= ((PIT ,..., p,‘_,) ehAk-lAL-l, 0) c, 
= (PIT ,..., &) ehA”-lA’k-lCk-l . 
Using pT = ~~(0, R) and (3.16) (which follows from (3.14) and (3.15)) we 
obtain 
~~(0, R, ,..., R,-,) A,$, = VTvV(o, R, ,..., R,-,) c, 
Written in detail this is 
= v=(R, , . . . , Rk-,) ehAk-lA’k-lCk-l 
= vTvehv(Rl ,..., R,,) c,-, . 
v=P(R,B, + ... + RkelBk) = v=V~~“~(R$~ + “’ + Rk--1Bk--l), 
v=Vv(RIB, + ... + R,~$,,) = v=V”@~(R,B, + *** + Rk--1Bk), (3.18) 
vTV”RIBm = v=V%“~(R,B,,+, + R&J, 
0 = vTVvehvR B 1 m, v = 0, I,... . 
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Relation (3.15) and the first equation in (3.18) give 
VT(R,B, + *a* + R,-,B,) = 0, v = 0, l,..., 
which implies 
vT VvehV(R,B, + **a + R,-,B,) = 0, v = 0, I,..., 
and according to the second equation in (3.18) 
vTV”(R,B, + ... + R,-,B,+,) = 0, v = 0, l,.... 
Repeating these arguments we see that the vectors on the left-hand side 
of the equations in (3.18) are zero for all v. This together with (3.15) and 
(3.14) gives 
0 = vT(R1 ,..., R,,) C,, = vT(R, ,..., R,-,) AYk&+-l , 
v = 0, l,..., 
which is (3.17). 
THEOREM 3.3 (cf. [I, 91). &z&on (3.1) is degenerate with respect to 
q # 0 at (k - 1)h if and only if there exist a positive integer 1, a mmzero 
vector v E W, a I x 1 matrix V and a 1 x n(k - 1) matrix R = (R, ,..., Ii,-,) 
with rank R = 1 suck that (3.13), (3.14), and 
RC,-, = 0 
hold and qhT = ~~(0, R1 ,..., R&(I - JkehAk). 
(3.19) 
Proof. Suppose (3.1) is degenerate. For pT = (poT,..., pi-_,) = 
qkT(I - J,~“Ax)-~ by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 we have pa = 0 and (3.17) 
which shows that 
d&l)-1 
s= c im AYk--IC~--l 
V=O 
has dimension less than n(k - 1). Therefore dim IWfl(le-l)/g = 2 > 0. 
B is A,-,-invariant. Then by analogous considerations as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.4 we see that there exist a I x n(k - 1) matrix R = (R1 ,..., R,-,) 
with rank R = 1 and a I x I matrix V such that 
and 
VR = RA,-, 
RC,-, = 0, 
i.e., (3.14) and (3.19) hold. The nonzero vector col(p, ,..., pr-J is orthogonal 
to 8.Therefore there exists a nonzero l-vector v such that vTR =(plT,..., pi-,). 
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Since we have p, = 0 the relation (3.11) which is valid for p can be written 
in the form 
d-(0, R, ,..., R,-,) = G(R, ,..., Rk&hax-l 
= vTehV(R, ,..., R,-,), 
which is (3.13). 
Now suppose (3.13), (3.14), and (3.19) are valid. Equation (3.19) implies 
WI + ... + RkPIBkml = 0 which is (3.15). By Lemma 3.4 the relations 
(3.11) and (3.12) hold for the nonzero vectorpr = ~~(0, R, ,..., R,-,). 
If we define qkT = pr(1 - JkeMk) then q # 0 by Lemma 3.3 and (3.12) 
is equivalent to (3.7). The relations (3.14) and (3.15) (which follows from 
(3.19) imply 
WJ, 4 >..., R,-,) = (0, R, ,..., R,-,)A, . 
Now, 
prAkyCk = ~~(0, R, ,..., R,-,) A,%‘, = vW(0, R, ,..., R,-$2, 
and 
(0, R, ,..., R&G 
= (R,B, + --. + Rk-Pk, R,B, + a** + R.&h+, ,..., W, , 0) 
= 0, 
where we have used RC,-, = 0. We therefore have 
pTAkvCk = 0, v = 0, I,.... 
Similarly we obtain 
(3.20) 
pTJkehA~AkVC, = (p,‘,..., g-, , 0) ehAkAkVCk 
= (plT ,..., pi-_,) ehAk-lA”,-,Ck-l 
= vTehVVU(Rl ,..., R,-,) C,, = 0, v = 0, I,... . 
This together with (3.20) shows that 
qkTA,VCk = 0, v = 0, I,..., 
which completes the proof. 
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